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Goshala BJ animal care www.goshalabjanimalcare.org
February 2022

Dear Patrons of Goshala BJ animal Care,

Hope all is well with you and your loved ones. We are sharing a few updates from our end.

Continued supply of Hay & Grains- Many Thanks to your donations monthly supply of food

Hay & Grains got delivered in Goshala San Martin. Costs of hay and Grains have gone up due to

inflation and other economic factors. Please continue to share the cause with your family and/or

friends to maintain sustained supply (amidst rising costs) for these gentle beings. Any donor who

donated to us through every,org can also start a fundraiser to help further the efforts.

News- We have been approved to authorize Presdential’s volunteer service awards for our

volunteers based on their volunteer hours with us.

For corporate volunteers- Besides on-ground work, any time you help us in fundraising

digitally or doing behind the scenes administration work also qualifies for volunteer hours. We

usually meet once a month for ground work in goshala on saturday afternoons. For smaller

events, we are flexible and can accommodate volunteers on any shift possibly either Saturday or

Sunday. Please feel free to send an email to corporatevolunteer@goshalabjanimalcare.org for

volunteer work for yourself or your work group.

February Volunteer event- We had few high schoolers and corporate employees donate their

time for volunteer work in Goshala. They helped scrub the water troughs, broom/scrape the dirty

floors, and install smaller hay bins around goshala to serve visitors who may be limited in

walking towards bigger hay sheds. Please see the pictures of their efforts.We encourage you to

join us next time.

http://www.goshalabjanimalcare.org/
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Coming up-

Annual Immunizations/Vaccines in March- Believe it or not, it's already a year and cows are

going to receive their vaccinations/immunization in upcoming weeks. Cows do express

nervousness and anxiety at such events and may retaliate during the process of administering

shots.If needed we may pause the weekend visitation to immunize/vaccinate all cows &

communications will be sent out for a modified schedule. Each herd member receives 4 shots,

calves ~ 2 shots and more as and when they are due.
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Our next volunteer event will be on March 19th from 2-5 pm.

Baby calf ‘Janardan’ sleeping:-) He is 3 months old!

Thank you so much to all of you for your efforts. Your support means life to these gentle

beings

All of the background work is done by the passionate volunteers, we would
appreciate it if you can continue to send us your suggestions.

Volunteers at Goshala BJ Animal care
Volunteers at Goshala BJ Animal care
email- goshalacowfood@gmail.com Instagram- Goshala_animal_care
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